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through the starter relay, and to the starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid Symptoms Although
you may have heard of a starter solenoid, you might not know what the part actually does.
Basically, the starter solenoid is an electromechanical device that engages the starter motor.
Most starter solenoids are mounted directly on top of the starter. The Starting System Because
batteries emit hydrogen gas while charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed.
Years ago there was a vent cap for each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the
electrolyte evaporated. If your engine cranks normally but does not start, the starter motor is
not to blame. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate
categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
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Related Articles. Author Info Last Updated: April 27, Jack Stands. WD Lubricant Wood Blocks.
Work Gloves and Goggles. Open the hood. Vehicles around this model year usually have a hood
release lever under the steering column to initiate this step. Once done, lift the hood and insert
the stick to hold the hood in place for operation. Disconnect the negative black cable from its
battery post. Using an 8mm socket wrench or 8mm wrench remove the terminal nut from the
negative cable and gently place it somewhere safe. Doing so will reduce the chances of
sparking the battery and damaging any other electrical part in the vehicle. Simply press down
on the brake as you press and the hold the button on the parking brake to pull up the lever until
it locks the mechanism. Raise the vehicle. Remember to block the rear wheels. Remove the
terminal nuts and wires. Once the vehicle is properly raised, it's time to go under the vehicle.
Place a carpet, mat, or cardboard box on the ground to lye on and remove the two terminal nuts
with a 13mm wrench from around the electrical wires. Also, you can do this without going under
the vehicle. Depending on your preference. Remove the bell-housing shield. This mechanical
part is only on some OHV 2. If yours has it, there are 3 bolts that need to be removed from this
plate. The first located face first by the starter and the second is below the starter. The other
bolt is located on the other end of the plate between the oil and transaxle pan. Remove
mounting bolts. Now that the plate is removed there are two 15mm bolts that are connected to
the starter mount. Disconnect them with the socket and ratchet, and the starter will be removed.
Once the old starter is removed the process to insert the new one is done in reverse sequential
order. On the starter, the battery cable is connected by itself, and the other 3 wires go together.
What does this mean? The three other wires are likely for the solenoid. There should be a small
threaded piece with a loose nut on the new starter. That is where the wires will go. They are the
signal that your ignition switch sends to engage the starter. Yes No. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 0.
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. When jacking the
vehicle the cross member or frame rails are excellent positions if you are not sure where to put
it. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. You should shake the vehicle slightly to check if the jack stands are
supporting the vehicle properly. Short and Long extensions would help for hard-to-reach places
over and under the vehicle. It's best to have a quality work space when working under certain

conditions i. When jacking the vehicle, be sure that you placed the jack in a proper location
under the vehicle! Helpful 2 Not Helpful 0. Do not start working under the hood or the vehicle
until you disconnect the battery cable s first! Be sure to wear Gloves to protect your hands and
Goggles for your eyes while working under the vehicle! Helpful 2 Not Helpful 1. Helpful 1 Not
Helpful 0. Don't use any other tools other than the ones essentially assigned for this operation!
Related wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: 5. Updated: April 27, Thanks to all authors for
creating a page that has been read 31, times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow
better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. Learn something new from wikiHow's experts! Start Now. X Help us do more
We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and
thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! The starter motor in a Chevy Cavalier is the small electric
motor that turns over the engine when you turn the key. It uses a lot of power to crank the
engine, and a bad one can require more power than your battery can generate. If the engine
cranks very slowly or not at all, the problem could be a bad starter that needs to be replaced.
The starter is located within the engine's throttle body, which is placed right next to the steering
column. It must be separated from the battery to be removed and replaced. Disconnect the
cable from the negative battery terminal. Set the cable aside where it can't accidentally touch
the terminal. Remove the air inlet duct from the throttle body. This is the tube or hose
connecting the car's air intake system to the throttle body. Remove the two bolts on the starter,
beginning with the top bolt. Disconnect all electrical connectors attaching the starter to the
battery. Remove the starter motor from the throttle body. Install the new starter motor into the
throttle body. Torque the bolts depending on the size engine the Cavalier has. Connect the
electrical connectors to the new starter. Reattach the air inlet duct to the throttle body.
Reconnect the negative battery cable and test the new starter with the ignition switch. Step 1
Disconnect the cable from the negative battery terminal. Step 2 Remove the air inlet duct from
the throttle body. Step 3 Remove the two bolts on the starter, beginning with the top bolt. Step 4
Install the new starter motor into the throttle body. Tips If the Cavalier still has problems
starting, the problem is elsewhere. The probable areas include the battery, alternator or the
voltage regulator which is usually within the powertrain control module. My girl friends Chevy
Cavalier will start for only a second and just dies. When we can get it to start it will run nice and
smooth without a miss. What could be the cause for this? RTorrez1 answered 7 years ago.
Unfortunately that wasn't the problem. That was the first thing that I thought also and it was a
no go. David answered 7 years ago. Check your ground wiring , ground to the battery and
ground from battery to engine both are extremely important. My Chevy Cavalier has been
having some issues. I have a Chevy cavalier that does not over heat unless you run the air or sit
to long. The fan is not kicking on. Where should I start. My chevy cavalier overheats and pushes
all of my radiator fluid out of over flow hose and runs hot. My car cranks up and my ac runs
perfectly.. So I had one mechanic to look at it for me and I have a chevy cavalier, and the check
engine light has been on for almost a year, I think it's the o2 sensor, but im not positive. The car
kinda shakes when its running, and sometimes it takes a I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Cavalier question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Cavalier Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Pontiac Sunfire 57 listings. Used Cars
For Sale. Search your problem. More specific problems:. Top problems. Wont start! Battery
Noise Won't start Starting. The battery is fairly new have had no other problems up until 2 days
ago, put the key in the ignition and all I get is a clicking noise. Comment Same issue here. Best
answer according to Red Baron. Thank you for your help. I did check the battery cable and there
was alittle corrosion on it, the cable has a broken wire inside and also was loose, I hate those
batteries that mount on the side, they are nothing but trouble! Thank again. Stalled, on hiway,all
warning lights came on ,won't start, battery ok? Battery Warning lights Won't start Stalls
Starting. Wont start,turn the key, nothing just a click,all warning lights came on , battery,ok.
Same put new alternator in 2months ago oil light comes on but dont need oil. Before starting
problem all dash lights stayed on except blinkers didnt work all asudden went dead. Car won't
start Chevrolet Cavalier 2. Battery Won't start Starter Starting. I've change the battery and
starter in the car still won't kick on so I replaced the starter again and the solenoid and it won't
kick on but it will kick on with a screwdriver I help I need my car. Fuel pump Won't start Stalls
Starting. When you turn it over it will start but it dies right away. When you go to try it again it

won't start. It has a new useds fuel pump with only a week and a half of minimal driving on it.
New starter car well not start Chevrolet Cavalier 2. Noise Won't start Starter Starting. I put a new
stater in my car. Then i need a jump start. Started up then about 15 min it stole out and now all i
here is a clicking noise and it wont start. Won't start Chevrolet Cavalier 03 chevy cavalier 2.
Injection Fuel injection Won't start Stalls Starting. Put new headgasket on time it put back
together stared missed bad I forgot to put on fuel injection spacer put them on started up ran
fine gave some fuel died and never started back got fire got fuel. Car will not start Chevrolet
Cavalier 2. Last Monday I got in my car started it and drive 1. It was very loud pulled in my
parking lot parked, and turned key off. Waited bout an hour went out and checked my oil and to
my surprise there wasn't any registering. I added 2qts and started it waited 10 minutes for car to
warm up and noise starting away. Put it reverse backed 15ft changed to drive and it died. No
restart. I'm getting spark and if leave foot on pedal a minute I smell gas. I've checked the
pressure and it is right. It also turns over. I am stumped. Stells after warmed up Solved
Chevrolet Cavalier 2 dr. Start the car up when it's cold and runs fine. Gets up to operating
temperature and stalls. Tried starting turns over but won't run. Let it cool down for a half an
hour will run after starting. Checked coil packs when cold there's spark. Check them after the
car stalls out no spark. Replaced coil packs does the same thing. What could it be. It gets fuel
cause you can hear the fuel pump running when you turn the key. Any insight would be
appreciated. Thank you. Best answer according to Mook. If anyone out there has this problem.
Check for spark if there's no spark then check again after it cools down. If there is spark after
cooldown it's the ignition control module behind the coil packs which are mounted onto. Engine
Fuel pump Battery Won't start Starting. Hello, I have a Cavalier , 2. The fuel pump and the
damaged battery were changed and now it does not start no matter what you do. It seems as
though the battery was disconnected. What can be happening? You should check your battery's
connections. It would be advisable to know whether the starter has something to do with your
problem, and you can check this by creating a direct link between the battery's positive wire to
the solenoid and seeing if it starts or not. Replaced starter, tps sensor, plugs, ign mod, coil, fuel
filter, ckp sensor, ckd bat, cleaned fuel pressure reg, ckd timing chain. Still wont start almost
eith gas pedal to floor help. Try your injectors but it may be your ECM cause u know any an
everything about these car's. Drove my car to work one day and drove home. Next morning
went to drive it to work again but, wouldn't start. Have replace coil module and spark plugs due
to 1,3 having low visible spark. Still no start. Checked timing and appeared to have jumped
upper chain 7 teeth. Installed new timing kit and set timing for upper and lower timing chains.
I'm confused about this. Is there anyone who might know what's going on? Please help. I'm
borrowing bosses truck, so really need my car running. Check the magnet on the crank sensor,
I had one break off once, struggled an struggled to figure it out. If you got no signal from the
crank sensor, it'll never start. Engine starting Chevrolet Cavalier 2. Gas pedal Engine Won't start
Starting. Car will not start unless gas pedal to floor somebody please give me some advice on
problem. No dash lights or anything but the headlights. Tries to start then kills itself. Any
suggestions? Disconnect the radio wiring, then double check your fuses all work with key
turned forward and check both sides of each fuse. Then try starting your car. Wont turn over or
start Chevrolet Cavalier 2. My 02 cavalier died when my roommate was driving. It wasnt getting
fuel and no sound from fuelpump. It would turn over not start. I replaced pump checked all
fuses and relays all good. Then you would hear pump engage with key on still no start but now
there is fuel pressure i have fire but seems fuel not getting to injectors. I could spray parts
cleaner and car would run till burn off. Thats first problem. Ok second problem i opened my
door to roll up windows car alarm went crazy now it wont turn over nothing. Light is flashing
and there is a clicking under dash that clicks then stops bout 30 sec clicks again. The guys 2 of
them are lost. Im a female i know alot but this no Lights flicker, sometimes the dome light works
when the driver door is opened sometimes it doesn't. Sometimes thre is a chime when the
headlights are left on, sometimes there isn't. All of this leads me to believe there may be a
short? Today the car wouldn't start, then all of a sudden it did start only to stall out a few miles
down the road. Prior to stalling all the lights and gages surged. It did start again, got it home.
Took off the negative battery cable with it running to check the alternator stayed running. I took
the battery out so I can get it checked. Any other ideas? Ran great all summer. Last winter I
replaced alternator and battery. It sat for 3 days and the temp dropped beliw Had a tow truck
jump, it started, ran great for 1 day. Idrice it with headlights which quickly started dimming.
Pilled in lit and it died. Went in to work 3 hours later it started right up dtove home. No start
after. Problems with a Cavalier? Share them. I solved my problem or question. Crea tu usuario
en el sitio. Do you like StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the
website helpful? Browse site version for:. Help Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. Submit
comment. Submit comment Cancel. Submit reply. Submit reply Cancel. DB Electrical Starters

DB Electrical keeps vehicles of every shape and size moving forward â€” from mowers,
motorcycles and ATVs to automobiles, tractors, pickups and large commercial trucks. We work
directly with factories to ensure each component is manufactured to our exacting quality
control standards. But because there is no middleman, we can offer these exceptional-quality
electrical components at low factory direct prices. Yes, you have a full year to make sure your
starter meets your expectations. Customers keep returning because we keep delivering total
satisfaction. Our key to success is selling parts that fit and perform like the originals. It's why
so many mechanics make us their top choice. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity:
Increase Quantity:. Overview DB Electrical Starters DB Electrical keeps vehicles of every shape
and size moving forward â€” from mowers, motorcycles and ATVs to automobiles, tractors,
pickups and large commercial trucks. Engineer-Tested Excellence â€” Our starters go through a
rigorous testing program to ensure optimal performance. Reasons to choose DB Electrical for
your next starter: Fast engine starts â€” High quality magnets or field coils deliver more torque
for fast and efficient engine starts. Seals out residue â€” Sealed housings and bearings keep
the internal workings cleaner and drier. Premium materials â€” Copper and silver contacts
instead of cheaper aluminum or steel ones. Long-term reliability â€” Quality brushes and
bushings for a long service life and better efficiency. Brand new starter â€” Never settle for a
secondhand refurbished one. Non and International at checkout or call Customer Reviews.
Keeping customers satisfied for over 35 years. Find The Right Part Use our advanced part finder
or search by part number to find your part. S states. Expert Advice Need help choosing your
part? Please contact us for help. Domestic 48 Contiguous States. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: Air Charge Temperature Sensor Connector. Alternator Adapter Plug.
Canister Vent Solenoid Connector. Clutch Starter Safety Switch. Coil Boot. Coil Boot Kit.
Computer Chip Programmer. Crank Position Sensor. Direct Ignition Coil. Direct Ignition Coil
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Electronic Control Unit. Engine Camshaft Position Sensor Connector. Engine Camshaft Position
Sensor Seal. Engine Control Module Harness Connector. Engine Coolant Level Indicator
Connector. Engine Coolant Level Sensor Connector. Engine Coolant Level Switch. Engine
Coolant Temperature Sensor Connector. Engine Crankshaft Position Sensor Connector. Engine
Oil Pressure Sensor. Horn Connector. Idle Air Control Valve Connector. Ignition Coil. Ignition
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Spark Plug Wire Set. Starter Motor Relay Connector. Starter Solenoid. Throttle Position Sensor
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Canister Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Solenoid Connector. Vapor Canister Vent Valve. Air
Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts.
Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. BBB
Industries. DIY Solutions. Pure Energy. USA Industries. WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle. WAI
Global Starter. Click to Enlarge. API Starter. API S Starter. Core Price [? DIY Solutions Starter.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Pure Energy Starter. Pure Energy SN Starter. Pure
Energy S Starter. Pure Energy MS Starter. TYC Starter. Remy Starter. USA Industries Starter. AC
Delco Starter. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. AC Delco W
Starter. Denso Starter. Notes: Remanufactured Starter -- 1. Bosch Starter. Features: Built for
extremes! BBB Industries Starter. Image is not vehicle specific. Driveworks Starter. Pure Energy
MSN. Perfect fit and works great. The price was the lowest i could find anywhere. January 14th,
Posted by good product. WAI Global N. December 15th, Posted by Simon. Catalog: B. Vehicle
Engine Chevrolet Cavalier. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: H. Catalog: A. Catalog: N. Catalog:
C. Skip to main content of results for " cavalier starter". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. Packaging Option. International Shipping. More vehicle
information needed We need more information for your Chevrolet Cavalier to verify products fit.
Amazon's Choice for cavalier starter. New Starter Replacement For 2. FREE Shipping. Get it as
soon as Sat, Feb Victory Lap , Starter Solenoid. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. ACDelco
Professional Starter. Only 5 left in stock more on the way. Only 13 left in stock - order soon.
Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Only 18 left in stock more on the way. Limited time deal. Only
15 left in stock - order soon. Autopart International Starter Relay. Only 5 left in stock - order
soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a

language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
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Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Choose Quality We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Starter part. Shop Chevrolet
Cavalier Starter. Showing 1 - 15 of 15 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: ACA. Part Number: AC OE no. Product Details Notes : Solenoid attached;
Grounded case; 5. Part Number: NP Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 15 of 15 results. Featured Brands.
Reviews Questions, Answers. Feb 05, Was exactly what I needed and came on the day they said
it would. The only problem was it was delivered to the wrong address because the package
didn't have the address we gave for it to be delivered to. Patricia Guidry. Purchased on Jan 04,
Oct 21, Good, quality, parts. My starter fit perfectly. My car starts everytime now, just in time.
Winter is coming. Craig Matthews. Purchased on Oct 05, Sep 17, Part came on time and was a
great price. Tina Thames. Purchased on Aug 28, Show More. Helpful Automoti
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ve Resources. Electricity then flows from the battery, through the starter relay, and to the
starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid Symptoms Although you may have heard of a starter
solenoid, you might not know what the part actually does. Basically, the starter solenoid is an
electromechanical device that engages the starter motor. Most starter solenoids are mounted
directly on top of the starter. The Starting System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while
charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for
each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte evaporated. If your engine
cranks normally but does not start, the starter motor is not to blame. Automotive professionals
break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
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